Restaurant Opportunities Centers United is providing supplies or assistance. At Worksafe, we are doing all we can to protect the health and safety of workers in California. Mandy co-founded Worksafe's predecessor organization, Santa Clara Center for Occupational Safety and Health, in 1977 and served on our board of directors for many years. Under her thoughtful guidance, Worksafe grew and evolved into the organization we are today. Thank you, Mandy — you continue to advocate for the health and safety rights of the vulnerable workers during COVID-19.

Dr. Carisa Harris-Adamson, a researcher in internal medicine and health policy, studies the role of local health systems in supporting health equity, race equity, and economic opportunity. She has served on the Worksafe board of directors for 10 years. Her presentation focused on strategies for organizing with labor unions, worker centers, environmental justice organizations, andISS, to advocate for the health and safety rights of the vulnerable workers during the pandemic. Data from the COVID-19 pandemic have highlighted the importance of workers who are exposed to the dangerous particulate matter in wildfire smoke.

The "Future of Work" and the "social compact" that the Commission is tasked with developing "a new social compact for California workers, based on race equity and a vision for work and jobs in the future." Worksafe urges that any such vision be placed in the appropriate larger context: "With the power and focus we have today, we can do something powerful on the job. We can allow for long-term benefits that will only strengthen the collective bargaining agreement if we are able to build the future of work that we want." Worksafe urges that the California Commission on the Future of Work be "centered on race since structural racism sits at the starting point." Our letter, accompanied by a powerful comment letter, which we are proud to have submitted jointly with numerous close allies. The letter urges that its powers be expanded to include the ability to make regulations that are of "universal application," including regulations to protect the health and safety of workers who are exposed to the dangerous particulate matter in wildfire smoke.
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The Commission's mission is to understand, analyze, and make recommendations to the Governor and the Legislature. It is charged with "developing a new social compact for California workers, based on race equity and a vision for work and jobs in the future." Worksafe urges that any such vision be placed in the appropriate larger context: "With the power and focus we have today, we can do something powerful on the job. We can allow for long-term benefits that will only strengthen the collective bargaining agreement if we are able to build the future of work that we want." Worksafe urges that the California Commission on the Future of Work be "centered on race since structural racism sits at the starting point." Our letter, accompanied by a powerful comment letter, which we are proud to have submitted jointly with numerous close allies. The letter urges that its powers be expanded to include the ability to make regulations that are of "universal application," including regulations to protect the health and safety of workers who are exposed to the dangerous particulate matter in wildfire smoke.
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"Health equity, race equity, and economic opportunity...." Worksafe urges that the California Commission on the Future of Work be "centered on race since structural racism sits at the starting point." Our letter, accompanied by a powerful comment letter, which we are proud to have submitted jointly with numerous close allies. The letter urges that its powers be expanded to include the ability to make regulations that are of "universal application," including regulations to protect the health and safety of workers who are exposed to the dangerous particulate matter in wildfire smoke.